We are a software and service provider focused on

accelerating the clean energy movement
Founded by industry leaders, Colossus helps solar companies across the nation reach more customers and lower their soft costs by leveraging proprietary data and technology. Our innovative
solar software and marketplace helps companies of all sizes integrate, optimize, and digitize their sales processes to foster business growth and the adoption of clean energy at scale.

What we do
Colossus

Warm Call Transfers

Our solar software serves enterprise companies and small to midsize businesses. Our

We connect partners with highly engaged consumers ready to speak with solar providers. Our

proprietary software is designed by solar industry leaders, for the solar industry. It allows

agents are trained to further qualify prospects along the sales process leading to higher close

users to manage leads like a pro and streamline solar sales processes by managing leads in our

rates. Customers are matched exclusively to a single partner and not sold to others.

dedicated solar customer relationship management [CRM] software including our AI-assisted
solar design tool, interactive proposals, consumer financing, and project management.

Live Web Leads
We connect partners with in-market audiences searching for solar installation services online.

Preset Appointments

We design and manage our own owned and operated websites and landing pages to generate

We leverage proprietary data and software to help solar businesses scale by generating

traffic and high quality leads, leveraging our industry insight to develop online campaigns on

leads and setting appointments. By combining automated and human verification, our lead

Facebook, Youtube, and more. This provides partners with more opportunities to close and

validation process filters out unwanted leads to find actual customers for our partners.

boost their sales.
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Solar companies such as
Sunpro, Suntuity, and Trinity
are the largest volume
consumers of our lead
products. Our single software
solution can manage their
pipelines

Many midsize companies who
already benefit from our lead
products can also leverage
our CRM software to work
leads into their pipeline and
be better poised to compete
with bigger businesses

Many small businesses have little
to no infrastructure for managing
customer acquisition and
fulfillment and will see the biggest
benefit from using lead products
and CRM software together
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